INTRODUCTION
During night (''scotopic'') vision, light-evoked signals in rod photoreceptors are transmitted primarily to rod bipolar cells (RBCs), ''ON'' cells that depolarize in response to light increments [1] . RBCs deliver their ON signal via excitatory, glutamatergic ribbon synapses to AII (A2) amacrine cells, compact interneurons that connect the rod pathway to the cone pathway (reviewed in [2] ; Figure 1A ). AIIs relay RBC signals to ON cone bipolar cell (CBC) axon terminals via electrical synapses [3, 4] and invert the signal via inhibitory glycinergic synapses to OFF CBC axon terminals and some OFF ganglion cells (GCs), which depolarize in response to light decrements [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . AIIs also receive inputs from ribbon synapses in the OFF layer of the inner plexiform layer (IPL [6, 11, 12] , but the physiology and source of these inputs have not been studied in depth.
Synaptic transmission from RBCs to AIIs comprises transient and sustained components [13] that, during light responses, convey information about visual contrast and luminance, respectively [14, 15] . It is unknown whether AIIs transmit both components to their postsynaptic targets. AIIs might relay transient (contrast) signals directly to OFF GCs (e.g., [7] [8] [9] ) and sustained (luminance) signals to CBC terminals, leaving CBC ribbon synapses to compute contrast in the same way as RBCs [14] . Additionally, AIIs may transmit distinct signals to ON and OFF CBCs through electrical and chemical synapses, respectively. The input-output characteristics of AIIs also may depend on the level of network activation, which influences analog signaling in the rod pathway [16, 17] .
We have examined these issues in mouse retina, first with serial block-face scanning electron microscopy (SBEM; [18] ) to examine synaptic connectivity between RBCs, AIIs, and OFF CBCs. Consistent with recent reports [12] , we found that AIIs make about half of their inhibitory outputs onto one OFF CBC subtype (CBC2). SBEM shows that CBC2 provides, in turn, almost all of the OFF-layer ribbon synaptic input to AIIs, but electrophysiological experiments indicated weak CBC2/AII signaling. Simultaneous whole-cell recordings confirmed that RBCs transmit transient and sustained signals to AIIs [13] [14] [15] . Paired recordings between AIIs and CBC2s indicated that AIIs are also capable of transient and sustained release, consistent with capacitative exocytosis measurements in AIIs [19] . Finally, we recorded from RBCs and CBCs simultaneously to examine how synaptic signals are transformed by the AIIs in between. We found that AIIs transmit transient and sustained signals to (ON) CBC5 but primarily transient signals to (OFF) CBC2, depending on the steady-state AII membrane potential. By manipulating the membrane potential of all AIIs to span their voltage range across diverse lighting conditions [16] , we found that AII signal transfer varies with the level of network activity: in a relatively depolarized steady state, AIIs transmit both transient and sustained signals received from individual RBCs. These findings reveal complex synaptic features in the rod pathway that may underlie distinct transformations of ON and OFF signals during night vision.
RESULTS

SBEM Reconstruction of AII Synaptic Connectivity
Recent anatomical analyses indicate that AII amacrine cells contact all types of OFF CBCs in rabbit retina [20] and 4 of 5 OFF CBC types in mouse [12] . Here, we identified pre-and postsynaptic partners of AIIs in a conventionally stained volume of mouse retina imaged by SBEM [21] . The dataset's resolution precluded reliable identification of gap junctions, so we restricted connectivity analysis to chemical synapses between AII lobular dendrites and OFF CBCs. Tracing the length of each dendritic process, we ''skeletonized'' 12 AIIs ( Figure 1B , i,ii) to visualize each cell's dendritic arbor and annotated all of the chemical synaptic inputs and outputs in the OFF sublamina (e.g., Figures 1C-1E and S1). CBC synaptic ribbons were smaller than those in RBCs, as observed in rabbit [6] . The surface area of individual CBC ribbons was approximately 30% that of RBC ribbons (CBC: 0.022 ± 0.016 mm 2 versus RBC: 0.075 ± 0.052 mm 2 ; p < 0.0001; n = 43 and 43, respectively) and much smaller than the large presynaptic active zones in AII lobular dendrites (0.91 ± 0.39 mm 2 ; n = 30). We also reconstructed the arbors of 49 cells whose axons originated in the inner nuclear layer (INL) and made pre-or postsynaptic contacts in the OFF sublamina of the IPL with any of the 12 AIIs. We quantified connections made by 4 central AIIs ( Figure 1B, iii) , because nearly all of their synaptic partners were contained within the data volume. These AIIs made 64.3 ± 10.6 output synapses (n = 4; mean ± SD unless (legend continued on next page) indicated otherwise), 89% (57.3 ± 10.2) of which were onto cells whose processes originated in the INL [12] . Only 11% (7.0 ± 2.7) of AII synaptic outputs were made onto GC dendrites, which were not analyzed further.
To identify the subtypes of the 49 INL neurons that contacted AIIs, we first drew convex hulls encompassing all synapses made by each cell to analyze mosaic tiling that facilitates bipolar cell-type classification in the retina ( [22, 23] ; Figure 2 ). The hulls overlapped substantially, indicating several superimposed celltype mosaics. Cell types were distinguished within this group based on mosaic tiling (Figures 2A-2H ), axon morphology (Figures 2I-2L ), stratification characteristics ( Figures 2M and S2) , and synaptic connectivity ( Figures 2N-2Q ). Stratification within the IPL was measured relative to a band of skeletonized OFF starburst amacrine cell (SAC) dendrites. Cells with axon terminals ramifying in and/or below the OFF SAC layer formed two separate mosaics ( Figures 2G, 2H , 2K, and 2L) and exhibited features characteristic of CBC3A and CBC3B (Figures 2M and S2 [12, 21, 24] . CBC3s expressed many ribbon synapses (CBC3A: 148 ± 29 [n = 7]; CBC3B: 110 ± 11 [n = 14]), but very few contacted AIIs (CBC3A: 0.6 ± 0.5; CBC3B: 0.6 ± 0.6). Each central AII made conventional synapses onto 1.7 ± 1.7 CBC3As and 1.9 ± 0.8 CBC3Bs but received only 0.5 ± 0.6 and 0.8 ± 1.0 ribbons inputs, respectively, in return (Table S1 ).
The remaining cells had axon terminals that ramified above the OFF SAC layer; substantial overlap suggested multiple cell types ( Figure 2A ). These cells exhibited similar hull areas, axonal branching geometry, and axon terminal stratification characteristic of CBC1A and CBC2 [12, 24] . Cells within this group were distinguished most clearly by the number of ribbon synapses made onto AIIs ( Figure 2B ). One subset (group 1, n = 12) contacted AIIs only very rarely: those overlapping the central AIIs contacted them with only 1.0 ± 1.2 ribbons. By contrast, the second subset (group 2, n = 16) contacted AIIs avidly: those with hulls overlapping the four central AIIs made 47 ± 9 ribbon synapses onto them. The cells in each group expressed similar numbers of ribbon synapses in their axon terminals (155 ± 29 and 177 ± 18, respectively) but, when sorted based on the number of inputs to AIIs, they formed two minimally overlapping mosaics ( Figures 2C and 2D ), suggesting that they constituted two distinct cell types. group 2 cells, which contacted AIIs most frequently, were also the most common recipients of AII output synapses, receiving 65% ± 8% of the outputs made by the four central AIIs ( Figure 2O ). For six central group 2 cells, this translated to 28 ± 6 inputs from AIIs. By contrast, group 1 cells received only 5.6% ± 3.8% of the outputs from the four central AIIs (4.5 ± 3.1 inputs for four central group 1 cells), similar to the fraction of AII synapses devoted to CBC3A and CBC3B (Figure 2R) . Each group 1 cell contacted less than one AII on average (0.4 ± 0.5) but was contacted by 1.4 ± 0.7 AIIs. In contrast, each group 2 cell contacted 2.8 ± 0.9 AIIs and was, in turn, contacted by 2.8 ± 0.9 AIIs (Table S1 ). Based on the relative connectivity levels with AIIs and close analysis of axonal stratification (Figure S2) , group 1 and group 2 correspond most closely to recently classified CBC1A and CBC2 [12] . Accordingly, fluorescently labeled cells identified as CBC2 in mice expressing GFP under control of the synaptotagmin-2 (Syt2) promoter [25] exhibited axonal stratification most similar to those designated here as CBC2 ( Figures S2 and S3A) .
Most of our anatomical results, particularly the strong AII4CBC2 connectivity, agree with a recent study in mouse retina [12] , except that those authors reported that AIIs contact CBC4 much more strongly than CBC3A, whereas we observed no AII-CBC4 connectivity, despite analyzing more AIIs. This discrepancy is unlikely due to differences in cell typing, as CBC3A axon terminal morphology observed here agrees closely with their report and is distinct from CBC4 ( Figure S2 ).
Asymmetric Synaptic Strength between AIIs and CBC2s
To test for functionally bidirectional AII4CBC2 connectivity, we recorded from CBC2s in acute slices prepared from Syt2-GFP mice. CBC2 recordings exhibited frequent spontaneous events (%170 s -1 ) that were primarily glycinergic: they reversed near E Cl (À45 mV; Figure S3 ); their frequency was greatly reduced (by 77% ± 27%, n = 9) and often eliminated by bath application of the glycine receptor (GlyR) antagonist strychnine ( Figures S3C  and S3D ); large currents were evoked in CBC2s by glycine puffed directly on their axon terminals ( Figure S3E ); and spontaneous events exhibited exponential decays (t = 3.8 ± 1.9 ms, n = 274 events from 10 cells; Figure S3F ) similar to previously reported GlyRa1-mediated events between AIIs and OFF CBCs [26] . We next made simultaneous whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings from synaptically connected AII-CBC2 pairs ( Figure 3A ) and delivered depolarizing voltage steps to each cell in turn. We consistently observed smaller postsynaptic currents in AIIs compared to CBCs ( Figures 3B and 3C) , despite a higher driving force on glutamate receptor conductances in AIIs (V hold = À80 mV, E rev = 0 mV; all V m values corrected for liquid junction potentials) compared to GlyR conductances in CBC2s (R) Summary of SBEM reconstruction synaptic connectivity data. Also see Table S1 .
(V hold = À80 mV, E Cl = À45 mV). Comparing postsynaptic conductances confirmed this asymmetry (p = 0.0008, paired t test, n = 8 cell pairs; Figure 3D ). Attempts to enhance evoked release from CBC2s with weakly calcium-buffered internal solution (0.5 mM EGTA; [13] ) did not increase CBC2/AII synaptic strength to levels comparable to AII/CBC2 transmission (Figure 3D ). Holding AIIs at +40 mV, to relieve Mg 2+ block of their NMDA receptors [27] [28] [29] , did not reveal any increase in synaptic strength ( Figure 3D ). Two (non-CBC2) OFF CBC4AII recordings showed a similar asymmetry in postsynaptic conductance, while the overall CBC2 postsynaptic conductance rivaled the AII postsynaptic conductance in RBC/AII recordings ( Figure 3D ). AIIs might receive stronger inputs from other OFF CBCs. To test this, we activated all OFF CBCs with kainic acid (KA, 1 mM), an exogenous AMPA/kainate receptor agonist, applied via puffer pipette [30, 31] . KA elicited inward currents in CBC2s when puffed in the outer plexiform layer (OPL) (Figures 3E and 3H) and activated glutamate receptors directly on AIIs when puffed into the OFF layer of the IPL ( Figures 3F and 3H ) [32] . KA did not, however, evoke strong synaptic responses in AIIs when puffed in the OPL ( Figures 3I-3K ), suggesting that AIIs receive little synaptic input from any OFF CBCs. By contrast, puffing the mGluR6 antagonist LY341495 (100 mM) elicited inward (depolarizing) currents in RBCs (Figures 3G and 3H ; [33] ) and vigorous synaptic responses in AIIs ( Figures 3L and 3M ), confirming that ON synaptic inputs to AIIs remained intact.
These physiological results suggest that CBC2s contribute little excitatory input to AIIs in mouse retina, despite extensive anatomical connectivity. We therefore focused on synaptic transmission from the AII-specifically, how it relays RBC signals to the cone pathway.
Paired Recordings Reveal Signal Transfer from RBCs to CBCs
We made paired recordings to examine how inputs from RBCs are relayed by AIIs to their CBC targets. First, we examined RBC/AII transmission between synaptically coupled pairs [13-15, 34, 35] . At the beginning of each trial, both cells were held at À80 mV. The RBC was then stepped to one of a range of intermediate potentials (À65 to À30 mV in 5-mV increments) for 1 s before stepping to À30 mV for 1 s (Figure 4D, top) . RBC steps from À80 mV elicited transient excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) in the AII followed by smaller, sustained components ( Figure 4D, bottom) . Both components exhibited a (presynaptic) voltage dependence similar to L-type voltagegated calcium (Ca v ) channels expressed in RBCs ( [13, [36] [37] [38] ; Figures 4G and 5B).
Using the same presynaptic step protocol, we measured AII/CBC2 synaptic transfer ( Figures 4B, 4E , and 4H; postsynaptic E Cl = 0 mV). AII voltage steps evoked a large increase in synaptic event frequency relative to baseline, indicating that most postsynaptic activity during presynaptic steps reflected release from the AII ( Figure 4E ). AII step depolarizations evoked both transient and sustained IPSCs in CBC2s, consistent with capacitance measurements of exocytosis from AIIs [19] . The transient transfer function exhibited similar range and shape to RBC/AII synapses ( Figure 4H ), perhaps reflecting similar roles for L-type Ca v channels in synaptic release from AIIs [19, 39] . The decay following the peak was slower and settled to a larger sustained component than in RBC/AII responses. These differences may have been partially due to AII stimulation being distributed unevenly through gap junctions to coupled AIIs, because AII/CBC2 IPSCs decayed slightly faster in connexin 36 knockout (Cx36 À/À ) mice, which lack AII gap junctions ( Figure S4F ) [40] .
Next, we recorded simultaneously from RBCs and CBC2s connected via intermediary AIIs (RBC/CBC2; Figures 4C, 4F, and 4I). RBC voltage steps elicited IPSCs in CBC2s (E Cl = 0 mV) that were blocked by strychnine ( Figure S4 ), confirming that they were glycinergic. Although sustained components of release from both RBCs and AIIs varied with presynaptic membrane potential ( Figures 4D and 4E Figure 5C ). RBC steps from À65 to À30 mV elicited large transient EPSPs but relatively small sustained depolarizations in AIIs ( Figure 5D ). The transient EPSPs reached a peak potential sufficient to evoke robust release from AIIs (À40 ± 5 mV, triangles in Figure 5E ), then decayed to a steady-state level (À55 ± 5 mV) just 2 mV, on average, above the resting potential (À57 ± 6 mV; Figure 5E ).
The small membrane depolarization and shallow AII synaptic transfer function near À55 mV ( Figure 5E , bottom) suggests that the RBC step would cause little change in AII steady-state release, while the larger transient EPSP would ascend the steep portion of the transfer function and elicit transient IPSCs in CBC2s.
To test this prediction, we used an AII EPSP ( Figure 5D ) as a presynaptic voltage command in AII/CBC2 pairs ( Figures  5F-5I) . We quantified the steady-state CBC2 event rate before and after the transient EPSP stimulus (Figure 5G ) and the reliability of the transient IPSC evoked in between ( Figure 5H ). Steady-state event rates in postsynaptic CBC2s were similar before and after the AII step response (ratio of ''After''/ ''Before'' = 97.5% ± 7.7%, n = 5 pairs), as when event rate was measured in the analogous RBC/CBC2 paired recordings (ratio: 103.8% ± 9.5% in 7 pairs; Figure 5B ). The transient AII depolarization evoked transient IPSCs in the CBC2 on 81% ± 26% of trials (n = 6 pairs; Figure 5H ). The average IPSC confirmed that only the transient response was conveyed reliably ( Figure 5I ).
Previous work indicates that the AII steady-state membrane potential varies across lighting conditions [16] : it is relatively hyperpolarized in the dark, depolarizes by $5 mV in the mid-scotopic range (0.5 R*/rod/s), and then hyperpolarizes again as background luminance approaches mesopic levels. The scotopic steady-state depolarization is likely driven by an increasing barrage of RBC inputs, while hyperpolarization at higher light levels may reflect decreased inputs due to Ca v channel inactivation in tonically depolarized RBC terminals [15, 16] . The AII synaptic transfer function derived here ( Figure 5E ) suggests that changes in steady-state AII membrane potential may influence signal transfer to CBC2s. For example, moderate steady-state depolarization may shift the AII into a steeper part of its transfer curve, potentially enabling it to encode even small sustained depolarizations. To test this, we obtained AII/CBC2 recordings as above and added a bias voltage to the presynaptic EPSP waveform to simulate changes in steady-state membrane potential ( Figure 6A ). Depolarizing the baseline membrane potential revealed a steadystate component in the AII/CBC2 synaptic transfer ( Figures 6B  and 6C ), suggesting that AIIs depolarized by ongoing input are able to encode smaller, sustained synaptic signals. Accordingly, as AIIs were depolarized, IPSCs recorded in the CBC2 became more correlated with the presynaptic waveform ( Figures 6D and  6E ), indicating that even small, possibly quantal signals were relayed by the AII.
To determine the effect of AII membrane potential on RBC/CBC2 signaling, we bath-applied the K v channel blocker linopirdine (LP, 30 mM), which depolarizes AIIs by $6 mV [42] . We integrated postsynaptic current over time during presynaptic voltage steps and then subtracted the baseline slope measured prior to the first voltage step; sustained release rate during RBC steps to different intermediate values was compared by measuring the slope of the accumulated charge transfer waveform during the last 900 ms of the RBC step. In control conditions, this slope did not vary substantially over the range of RBC steps ( Figures 6F and 6I) ; by contrast, in the presence of LP the charge transfer slope varied with step magnitude, indicating that AIIs relayed sustained information (Figures 6G and 6I) . Bath application of the mGluR6 agonist L-AP4 (10 mM), which hyperpolarized AIIs by $5 mV (from À55 ± 1 mV to À60 ± 1 mV, mean ± SEM, n = 11 cells), had little effect on sustained RBC/CBC2 transmission ( Figures  6H and 6I) confirming that, in our experimental conditions, AIIs rest at relatively hyperpolarized potentials, at the foot of their release range, so that their signal transfer is rectified. In our paired recordings, the presynaptic AII was dialyzed with 10 mM EGTA in the patch pipette, whereas in LP/L-AP4 experiments the AIIs' cytoplasm was undisturbed. The similar emergence of sustained signaling with AII depolarization in both experiments suggests that exogenous buffers in the whole-cell experiments did not distort significantly the dynamics of AII/CBC2 signaling. Collectively, these data indicate that intermediary AIIs dynamically filter RBC signals to downstream OFF and ON CBCs depending background activity.
Comparing RBC Signal Transfer to the ON and OFF CBC Pathways
To examine synaptic transfer from AIIs through electrical synapses to ON CBCs, we obtained simultaneous voltage-clamp recordings from AIIs and ON CBCs that were bidirectionally coupled by gap junctions ( [12, 43] ; Figures 7A and 7B ). CBC5s were targeted in slices from Htr3a-GFP transgenic mice, which express GFP in CBC5 [22] . CBC5s comprise multiple subtypes (CBC5A-D) [24, 44, 45] , only a subset of which are labeled in Htr3a-GFP mice [45] . We could not distinguish specific subtypes with epifluorescence imaging, so here we refer to these cells generally as CBC5, although recent anatomical results suggest that most AII4CBC5 connections involve CBC5A [12] , which expresses Htr3a mRNA more than other CBC5 subtypes [45] . In AII4CBC5 recordings, presynaptic hyperpolarizing voltage steps in either cell elicited square-shaped postsynaptic responses in the other, a hallmark of electrical synapses (Figure 7B) . When an EPSP waveform (no bias voltage) was used as a command potential in AIIs, CBC5 responses correlated with fluctuations in the presynaptic stimulus ( Figure S5 ).
Step depolarizations in voltage-clamped RBCs elicited responses in CBC5s, presumably through intermediary AIIs (Figures 7C and 7D) . Because RBC-elicited EPSCs in CBC5s were small (< 13 pA peak responses, Figure 7D ), we evoked and analyzed only responses evoked by steps from À80 to À30 mV. (Ambient laboratory lighting conditions of our slice experiments likely minimized the extent of gap junction coupling [46, 47] ; AII4CBC5 connectivity may be stronger under lower light conditions.) Both transient and sustained components of synaptic transmission were evident in postsynaptic CBC5 currents ( Figure 7D) . AII/CBC5 responses exhibited no synaptic delay, characteristic of electrical synapses, whereas RBC/AII and AII/CBC2 responses each exhibited delays typical of chemical synapses ( Figure S6) . Consequently, the synaptic delay in RBC/(AII)/ CBC5 responses was similar to that of a single chemical synapse, whereas RBC/(AII)/CBC2 delays reflected roughly the sum of two chemical synapses in series (RBC/AII/ CBC2; Figure S6B ). Synaptic delays in RBCs were slower than those reported in recordings from goldfish bipolar cell terminals at room temperature [48] , possibly reflecting species adaptations to meet distinct requirements of homeothermic or poikilothermic systems.
To compare responses in CBC2s and CBC5s driven by RBCs or AIIs, we integrated postsynaptic current over time during presynaptic voltage steps ( Figure 7E ). In directly connected RBC/AII and AII/CBC2 pairs, increasing presynaptic depolarizations evoked increasing rates of charge transfer (i.e., slopes; Figure 7F ). As shown above, in RBC/CBC2 pairs, cumulative synaptic charge plateaued soon after the onset of a presynaptic step, whereas in RBC/CBC5 pairs presynaptic steps to À30 mV evoked continuous accumulation of charge throughout the duration of the step (Figures 7F and 7G) . RBC/CBC2 response amplitudes varied substantially from Ratios compare the relative rates of charge accumulation during transient (first 100 ms after step) and sustained (last 900 ms of 1-s step) release following a presynaptic step from À80 to À30 mV.
pair to pair (SD/mean = 64%; n = 7 pairs), perhaps reflecting the large variability in synaptic connectivity between the component neurons ( Figure 2 ). RBC/CBC5 responses also varied from pair to pair (SD/mean = 47%; n = 8 pairs).
DISCUSSION
We have dissected local microcircuitry surrounding the mouse AII by detailing the anatomical connectivity between AIIs and OFF CBCs and probing the functional synaptic transfer at each step in the circuitry. Anatomically, we show that AIIs receive ribbon synapse inputs from and make inhibitory synaptic outputs to multiple OFF CBC types but exhibit particularly strong ultrastructural connectivity with CBC2. AII4CBC2 connections appear functionally asymmetric, however, as AII/CBC2 signals are much larger than those in the CBC2/AII direction. Transient synaptic signals are transmitted from RBCs to CBC2s with high fidelity, while ongoing network activity determines whether sustained signals are also conveyed to CBC2s or filtered out. Meanwhile, CBC5 receives both transient and sustained signal components from RBCs.
Synaptic Connectivity in the Rod Pathway
Our anatomical reconstructions provide information about the convergent/divergent connectivity throughout this RBC/AII/ OFF CBC circuitry that builds on previous studies [12, 49, 50] . Each CBC2 made ribbon synapses onto 3.0 ± 0.9 AIIs and received inputs from 3.0 ± 0.9 AIIs (n = 6). Therefore, given the divergence of 1 Rod / 2 RBCs Most functional studies of AII influence on the OFF pathway have focused on AII inhibitory inputs to OFF GCs [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] (although see [17, 51] ), but our anatomical results indicate that AIIs make $8 times as many synapses onto OFF CBCs than onto GCs (Figure 2R) . This bias suggests that AIIs may exert their greatest impact on OFF signaling via presynaptic inhibition, especially for those OFF GCs receiving excitatory input from CBC2, which receives more AII input than all other targets combined (Figure 2R) . Moreover, each synapse onto an OFF CBC terminal may influence postsynaptic GC responses more than one directly onto an OFF GC, because GCs operate primarily within a voltage range closer to E Cl , where the driving force on excitatory conductances is much larger compared to that on GABAergic and glycinergic inhibitory conductances [52] .
Many features of CBC1A and CBC2 axonal arbors are similar to those reported for GluMI (likely CBC1B in [45] ), a ribbon-expressing, glutamatergic amacrine cell [53] , although GluMI axon terminals ramify more closely to the OFF SAC layer [12, 24] ; Figure S2 ). GluMIs could not be identified positively here by their characteristic lack of OPL dendrites [53] , because the EM dataset did not include INL cell bodies. Given their distinct stratification pattern, relatively low number of synaptic ribbons [53] and apparent lack of synaptic contact with AII amacrine cells [12] , GluMIs were not likely among the cell types found here to contact AIIs.
OFF CBC Inputs to Rod Pathway Remain Enigmatic
AIIs receive synaptic inputs from RBCs and OFF CBCs via ribbon synapses and ON CBCs via electrical synapses. RBCs and ON CBCs transmit transient and sustained signals to AIIs, but OFF CBC/AII synaptic transmission remains poorly understood, with contradictory results awaiting reconciliation. For example, although CBC2s make numerous synaptic inputs onto AIIs (Figure 2) and OFF CBCs provide robust synaptic input to AIIs in rat retina [11] , our recordings in mouse indicate functionally weak OFF CBC/AII connectivity (Figure 3; [54] ). Functional glutamate receptors clearly populate AII OFF layer lobules (Figures 3F and  3H ; [32] ), but perhaps they do not appose CBC ribbons. Electron microscopy and immunogold labeling are required to address this possibility. Our results are consistent with a model in which AIIs provide primarily ON-driven feedforward inhibition to OFF CBCs (particularly CBC2) and GCs, but more work is needed to clarify functional roles for OFF CBC inputs to AII circuitry.
Predictions for Scotopic Signaling
Although the basic voltage-step waveforms delivered here do not emulate visual signals, our results, in the context of previous work [16, 17, 46, 51] , suggest that AIIs may sculpt light-evoked signals differently depending on background luminance. These predicted differences involve changes in gap junction connectivity [46] , AII membrane potential [16] , AII signaling dynamics (Figure 6) , and crossover inhibition from the ON pathway (via AIIs) that rectifies OFF CBC responses [17, 51] .
In darkness, ON pathway signaling is relatively low and RBCs and AIIs are hyperpolarized such that their synaptic gains are nearly maximal [14] [15] [16] 55] . AII/OFF CBC inhibition would be diminished, so OFF CBCs, depolarized by dark release from cones, would inhabit the central, less rectified region of their release transfer function [17] . Relatively weak gap junction coupling [46] would narrow AII receptive fields, increase AII input resistance, and decrease AII/ON CBC connectivity.
During a single photon response (SPR), 1-2 RBCs provide strong input to the AII(s) with which they are preferentially coupled [49, 56] . This would elicit a strong depolarization in an uncoupled, electronically compact AII, causing it to relay a transient inhibitory signal to OFF CBCs (primarily CBC2) and a subset of OFF GCs [8-10, 17, 51] . SPRs in ON CBCs may be relatively weak due to the reduced gap junction coupling, although the concomitant increase in ON CBC input resistance may enable even small inputs from AIIs to elicit consequential depolarizations. Overall, however, we would predict that SPRs are transmitted primarily via a small number of AIIs to the OFF pathway. A strong transient signal may reflect the most reliable way to broadcast SPRs above the dark noise in the OFF pathway.
At moderate scotopic light levels, AIIs are more depolarized [16] , so that they would transmit a substantial sustained component to OFF CBCs (Figure 6 ), hyperpolarizing them so that their release is rectified and they signal only light decrements [17] . Gap junctional coupling is increased [46] , so that ON CBCs receive substantial AII input and signal light increments and decrements. AII/ON CBC signal decrements would be enhanced by transient AII hyperpolarizations at light offset [57] . AII-mediated inhibition decreases high-frequency signaling in OFF CBCs [17] , possibly to emphasize sustained inhibition of OFF CBCs. Thus, we would predict that OFF signaling predominates in this range, possibly reflecting adaptation to a natural world that presents mostly negative contrast [17, 58] .
In high scotopic conditions, AII hyperpolarization may reflect decreased RBC release due to presynaptic Ca v channel inactivation [15, 16] , although our paired RBC/AII recordings suggest that even strongly depolarized RBCs are capable of prolonged, sustained release ( Figure 7E ; [14] ). Regardless, hyperpolarized AIIs would therefore transmit primarily transient signals to OFF CBCs ( Figure 5 ). Decreased gap junction coupling [46] would diminish AII4ON CBC signaling, possibly to prevent saturation and extend the luminance range over which rod pathway signals can be encoded.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Group housed mice older than postnatal day 40 were used from the following lines: Syt2-EGFP, 5HT3Ra-EGFP, Cx36
À/À , C57/BL6.
Syt2-EGFP, 5HT3Ra-EGFP, and Cx36 À/À lines were crossed into a C57/BL6 background. CBC2s are labeled in Syt-2 mice, making targeted patching of CBC2 easier [22] . For Connexin36 À/À recordings, Cx36 À/À [40] and Syt2 lines were crossed. Only males were used from Syt2-EGFP lines. Both male and females were used from 5HT3Ra-EGFP, Cx36 À/À , C57/BL6 lines. Mice were maintained on a 12-hour light/dark cycle and were provided ad libitum access to food and water. Animal procedures were conducted according to NIH guidelines and were approved by the NINDS Animal Care and Use Committee (ASP 1344).
METHOD DETAILS Electron microscopy reconstruction
We analyzed dataset k0725, a $50 3 210 3 260 mm 3 block of fixed mouse retina imaged by SBEM [21] . The voxel size (13.2 3 13.2 3 26 nm) allowed identification of chemical synapses and vesicles, but not gap junctions. Skeletonization was performed in KNOSSOS software [24] (http://www.knossostool.org), beginning at RBC terminals, which were easily identified based REAGENT on their size and position within the IPL [59] . From RBC dyad synapses, AIIs were traced, and then, from the proximal lobules of AIIs, OFF CBCs were traced. OFF CBC output synapses were identified by the appearance of presynaptic ribbons generally located at dyad synapses in which one of the postsynaptic dendrites had the appearance of a ganglion cell (i.e., a large-diameter dendrite with a clear cytoplasm). AII output synapses were identified by the appearance of vesicle clusters at the presynaptic membrane. Often, these clusters were quite large and multiple clusters were presynaptic to the same postsynaptic process; in such instances, we counted a single AII/postsynaptic cell contact (and, therefore, we might have underestimated the true number of AII/CBC2 synapses). Segmentation of selected presynaptic active zones (bipolar cell ribbons and AII output synapses) was performed in KNOSSOS. Segmentations were converted to polygonal surface meshes by custom-written Python scripts and analyzed using Paraview (http://www.paraview.org): meshes were smoothed and then surface areas measured. Detailed connectivity analysis was performed using custom-written Python scripts. First, voxel coordinates were normalized to the positions of the ON and OFF starburst amacrine cells (SACs) identified in the same dataset [21] and then synaptic contacts were identified by matching proximate (within 1 mm) annotated pre-and postsynaptic sites (e.g., an AII/OFF CBC synapse was identified by matching an annotated AII output synapse with a nearby annotated OFF CBC input). The matching algorithm was checked manually for subsets of AII4OFF CBC pairs and found to be robust. Average of the absolute deviation from the mean (quantifying the spread of ribbon synapse depth in the IPL, Figure 2M ) was calculated as:
Using the Shapely Python Package, cell type mosaics were generated by fitting convex hulls to the annotated synapses associated with single cells, and hull overlap was calculated. For the 28 cells stratifying above the OFF SAC, each cell's hull was compared to all other hulls, resulting in the ''Unsorted'' calculation of maximum percent overlap ( Figure 2C ). The same overlap calculations were performed: 1) on randomly chosen subsets (12, 14, or 16 of the 28 cells) of hulls, repeated 10 6 times (''Random''); 2) for Groups 1 and 2 that were sorted by the number of ribbons presynaptic to AIIs (''Sorted''); and, 3) for CBC3a and CBC3b hulls.
Electrophysiology
Animal procedures were conducted according to NIH guidelines and were approved by the NINDS Animal Care and Use Committee (ASP 1344). Recordings were made from the following mice lines: Syt2-EGFP, 5HT3Ra-EGFP, Cx36
À/À , C57/BL6. Retina slices were prepared from 6 week-to 6 month-old male mice. Retinas were embedded in low melting point agarose and sliced on a Leica VT1000S vibratome. Retina slices were cut, stored and perfused during experiments (2-3 ml/min) with bicarbonate-buffered Ames medium (US Biological) at room temperature and under photopic laboratory lighting conditions. Internal solutions for patch clamp experiments were (280-290 mOsm, pH7.3-7.4): Standard Cs internal (mM): 90 CsCH 3 SO 3 , 20 TEA-Cl, 4 MgATP, 0.4 NaGTP, 10 EGTA, 10 Na 2 Phosphocreatine, 10 HEPES. High Cl -Cs internal (E Cl $0mV): 120 CsCl, 9 NaCl, 2 MgATP, 1 NaGTP, 1 EGTA, 2
MgCl 2 , 5 HEPES. K internal: 100 KCH 3 SO 3 , 20 KCl, 4 MgATP, 0.4 NaGTP, 2 EGTA, 10 Na 2 Phosphocreatine, 10 HEPES. For all experiments patching the AII with a Cs-based solution, 3 mM QX-314 (Alamone Labs) was added to the internal to prevent sodium action potentials. For some experiments testing the bidirectionality of AII4CBC2 transmission ( Figure 3D ), the standard Cs internal was modified to include only 0.5 EGTA and 98 CsCH 3 SO 3 . Liquid junction potentials were calculated for each internal ($5mV for the High Cl À Cs internal, $10mV for others) using JPCalcW within pCLAMP (Molecular Devices), were corroborated with 3M KCl salt bridge measurements [60] , and adjusted for offline after recordings. Borosilicate glass recording pipettes were pulled to 4-6 MU tip resistances on a vertical two-stage puller (PP-830, Narishige). Series resistances, measured at the end of whole-cell recordings, were (mean ± SEM): RBC, 42.9 ± 1.9MU (n = 72); AII, 33.5 ± 1.3MU (n = 76); CBC2, 42.9 ± 1.1MU (n = 110); CBC5, 50.3 ± 2.5MU (n = 9). Series resistance was not compensated. Data was acquired on Axon Multiclamp 700B and Axopatch 1D amplifiers at 10 kHz with a 4 or 5kHz Bessel lowpass filter. Unless otherwise indicated, patched cells were held at À75 to À80mV. The interval between stimulus trials was 15 s. A TTL-driven Picospritzer III (Parker Hannifin) was used for puff application ($3 psi) of kainic acid (Tocris, 20 ms puffs) and LY341495 (Tocris, 500 ms puffs) during recordings. Data acquisition and analysis was performed in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
During whole-cell voltage-clamp paired recordings incorporating the voltage step protocol shown in Figure 4 , data was collected > 2 minutes after achieving whole cell configuration (''breaking in'') to allow internal solution to dialyze the cell. Analysis was performed on averages of 3-5 protocol repetitions, with each repetition including 8 different intermediate voltage steps. Synaptic delays were determined visually on average traces following a presynaptic step to À30mV. Postsynaptic conductance measurements ( Figure 3D ) were calculated on the peak postsynaptic responses (< 10 ms from onset of presynaptic step). Synaptic event detection, used in event rate calculations ( Figures 3K, 3M , 5B, and 5E), was performed via a custom first-derivative threshold algorithm written in Igor Pro. Event rates were smoothed with a 200 ms boxcar moving average. Postsynaptic charge (Q) plots were generated by integrating the postsynaptic current recordings and normalized by subtracting the rate of charge accumulation prior to the presynaptic stimulus (to account for spontaneous events). Sustained-to-transient (S/T) ratios ( Figure 7G ) were calculated as the ratio of the rate of charge accumulation during the last 900 ms of a presynaptic step to À30mV (''Sustained'') to the rate of charge accumulation during the first 100 ms of a presynaptic step to À30mV (''Transient'').
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Electron microscopy dataset k0725 is available upon request.
